**Telly™ Screen Installation Instructions**

*Reference Number: 6AJ9011*

Assemble base and support rod, install first segment

1. Install threaded support rod (A) to base assembly (B). Support rod will be full height of assembled totem, either 2, 3 or 4 segments high. Use open end wrench to tighten thread rod (A) to base assembly (B). (Fig. 1)

2. Slide first Telly segment (C) onto support rod (A). Making sure connector key hole slot on side reads TOP (Fig. 4), right side up. Make sure to align set pin on base assembly (B) to notch in passthrough tube of Telly segment (C). First segment has properly engaged set pin if it does not spin. (Fig. 2)

   ![Fig. 1](rockwell_ii_telly_170403.ai)

   ![Fig. 2](rockwell_ii_telly_f_170407.ai)

Place adjoining bases, support rods and first segments

3. Place adjoining bases in desired final configuration, either straight line or curvilinear (up to 160 degrees). **Note:** For stability purposes, a minimum of two configured totems, connected at adjoining Telly segments are required. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for each base in configuration. (Fig. 3)

   ![Fig. 3](rockwell_ii_telly_hardware_170516.ai)

**Tools Needed**

- Allen wrench
- Open end wrench

**HARDWARE LIST**

- A: SUPPORT ROD, CONNECTOR - 4 SEGMENT
- B: BASE
- C: SEGMENT
- D: x3 SPACER, PIVOT TUBE
- E: SCR,MACH,FLH,HEXDR, 5/16-18 x 1.25 (BLACK)
- F: TOP CAP OVERMOLD ASSY.
- G: x4 LINK, SEGMENT CONNECTOR
- H: LOCKING CAP
- I: FILLER CAP - HOUSING
- J: END CAP - HOUSING
- K: SEGMENT
- L: SCR,MACH,FLH,HEXDR, 5/16-18 x 1.25 (BLACK)
- M: TOP CAP OVERMOLD ASSY.
- N: FILLER CAP - HOUSING
- O: END CAP - HOUSING
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Connect multiple segments

4. For connecting multiple segments (C) side by side, insert connector (G) into key hole slot of segments (C), and slide down to engage. (Fig. 4)

5. Insert locking cap (H) into key hole slot of segment (C) just above connector (G), and push in all the way until it clicks into place. (Fig. 5)

6. Using connector (G), connect segments (C) side by side. Repeat step 4 and 5 to connect across bottom row of configuration. (Fig. 6)
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Stack and connect segments by row

7. Add spacer (D) onto support rod (A) between segments (C). (Fig. 7)

8. Connect adjoining segments (C) by row before stacking all segments in each totem. (Fig. 8)

Cap each totem

9. Install 5/16 flat head screw (E) into top of support rod (A) on top segment (C). Tighten and torque screw (E) using Allen wrench. Install magnetic top cap (F) to complete assembly. (Fig. 9)

10. Install end cap (I) to each end segment. (Fig. 10)